
 

 
 
 

 

RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 115 
17th JUNE 2022 

 
GREETINGS: 
 

Another Eskom power station on fire as Duhva burns… More fire in the sky over Stellenbosch and 
Somerset West for four days before merciful rain arrives to douse Lourensford fire... SA starting to 
look like the money laundering capital of the world... Death penalty back on the streets of 
Johannesburg… Senzo Meyiwa trial gets ever more sensational - what am I bid for this alternative 
docket?... Ramaphosa on the rocks - or is he?... Mkhwebane fights on in splendid isolation... Mkhize 
bets on comeback… emergency housing for KZN flood victims... N3 again blocked by truckers… 
Mad Hatter missing in action, while Cyril blathers platitudes to schoolchildren in Mtata… Ja, well, no 
fine… 
Her Majesty the Queen has just taken another record as longest-reigning monarch since Louis 14th 
who was the King of France... Paul McCartney turns 80... Two British UK fighters sentenced to death 
in Donbas “Court”... Greatest wreck since the Mary Rose discovered off Dover - no not an illegal 
immigrant inflatable... Europe blocks Rwanda plan for illegal immigrants... first flight cancelled... 
Court of Commonsense in recess in UK?... Summer of discontent on British Rail... 40th Anniversary 
of the end of the Falklands Campaign… The Duke of York has been banned from appearing 
alongside senior members of the Royal family at today's Order of the Garter ceremony... Depravity 
of Putin’s regime… Kiev the ancient centre of Slavic culture - would Putin destroy it?... 
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Royal Air Force aviators have celebrated the remarkable life and reign of Her Majesty the 
Queen’s remarkable reign this weekend, alongside personnel from the Royal Navy, British Army, 
and Armed Forces from across the Commonwealth. 
On Thursday 2nd June, the Royal Air Force participated in a special tri-Service fly-past over The 
Mall and Buckingham Palace, watched by the Royal Family from the Palace balcony.  Over 70 
aircraft of 20 different aircraft types, from the Royal Navy, British Army, and Royal Air Force, took 
part in the spectacular fly-past. The penultimate element of this fly-past was a unique display 
of Typhoon aircraft from RAF Coningsby and RAF Lossiemouth flying over London in a special ‘70’ 
formation to mark the landmark occasion.  The fly-past concluded with the iconic Royal Air Force 
Aerobatic Team – The Red Arrows, trailing red, white, and blue smoke. (RAF News) 
 
CAS OPENS NEW ASTRA BLOCK AT RAF COSFORD: 
 

The CAS, Air Chief Marshal Sir Mike Wigston, officially opened a new ASTRA accommodation block 
at RAF Cosford on 4 May. The new block will be used by Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics (STEM) students taking part in activities at either RAF Cosford or the RAF Museum 
Midlands.  
 

 
 

It is the culmination of several years of planning between the station and the RAF100 Appeal board 
of trustees, who worked tirelessly to secure funding and bring the project to fruition. RAF Cosford 
and the RAF Museum Midlands have a long history of jointly delivering STEM training to students 
from across the West Midlands and Shropshire, but distance prevented some students from 
attending. The new ASTRA block offers students from further afield affordable, modern 
accommodation for youth residential activities. (RAF News) 
 
COMAIR WHEELS UP... 
 

JOHANNESBURG - Comair says it’s a sad day for its employees and South African aviation on the 
back of its decision to close shop. Last week Comair, which is an operator of British Airways and 
Kulula, grounded flights citing financial difficulties. The company entered into voluntary business 
rescue in 2020 to safeguard the company and its stakeholders. After entering business rescue, 
Comair was able to start flying again when the Comair Rescue Consortium (CRC) invested R500m 
for a 99% share of the equity in the company at the time. Comair announced its decision to ground 
its flights indefinitely after failing to raise the necessary capital. The airline was meant to provide 
business rescue practitioners with a practicable plan by the end of last month. The plan was to give 
details of how the airline planned to raise additional funding to settle all its financial obligations. But 
on Thursday Comair announced that the practitioners had given notice that they no longer believed 
that there was a reasonable prospect that the company could be rescued. "We have done our utmost 
to secure the funding that was necessary, but we were unable to do so. We had no option but to 
lodge the application," said spokesperson Stephen Forbes. Meanwhile, unions say members are 
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concerned that they may not receive their pay for this month. Comair's business rescue 
practitioners on 9 June 2022 lodged a court application to convert the business rescue proceedings 
into liquidation proceedings. One of the BRPs, Richard Ferguson, says with its two airline brands - 
British Airways (operated by Comair and kulula.com), market share, modern aircraft fleet, 
experienced employees, sales and distributions channels Comair was an inherently viable business. 
Unfortunately, though, despite their best efforts the BRPs had been unable to secure the capital 
required for the airline to recommence operations. "We did our utmost to secure the funding, but 
when we were unable to do so had no option to lodge the application. It is an extremely sad day for 
the company, its employees, its customers and South African aviation." Although the amounts 
indicated by the business rescue plan were invested, the Company unfortunately faced unforeseen 
headwinds including three further COVID-related air travel lockdowns inter alia the "Red Listing" of 
South Africa by certain European countries, notably the United Kingdom, the suspension of the 
Company's AOC in March 2022 by the regulator as well as significantly high fuel prices experienced 
in the past five months. Each of these events had a material negative impact on the business. The 
CRC were only able to finance the impact of these events up to a certain point. The BRPs ongoing 
requests to the CRC to provide a plan to raise the further funding necessary to absorb the balance 
of these and other future potential economic shocks were not successful. In the circumstances, the 
BRPs approached other lenders to raise the funding required. Regrettably when this funding could 
not be secured before the existing funding was exhausted, scheduled flight operations were 
suspended on 31 May 2022. Comair's BRPs continued the process to secure additional funding from 
other sources but despite several parties expressing interest, they were unable to secure sufficient 
substantive commitment. Ferguson said that the company's employees and customers who held 
bookings or were owed refunds will now become creditors of the Company. The subsequent 
announcement by bankrupt, taxpayer-funded SAA simply adds insult to injury: “South African 
Airways (SAA) notes the unfortunate decision by Comair to voluntarily suspend all flights, effective 
1 June 2022”. SAA's Interim Chairperson and Chief Executive, Prof John Lamola says, "Having 
emerged from business rescue ourselves, we empathize with Comair and understand the difficulties 
caused by COVID and high fuel prices.” (BusinessTech and others) 
 
SAVIOUR FROM STELLENBOSCH: 
 

A young man from Stellenbosch has received a medal for bravery in the United Kingdom. 
 

 
 

The Royal Humane Society honoured Brandon Visser for courageously saving the life of a stranger 
in June last year. Visser was jogging when he noticed a crowd looking over the side of London 
Bridge down into the river Thames below. A woman was drowning - but nobody was helping. Visser, 
who still recently played competitive water polo at Maties, decided to come to her rescue. The 
Thames can be treacherous with strong currents and passing boats. Visser knew when he jumped 
that a man died at the very spot a few weeks before, attempting another rescue. Visser broke his 
foot, tore a knee ligament, and suffered lacerations on his feet when he hit submerged rocks. 
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Nevertheless, he kept on swimming and found the woman, who by then had gone under. 
Visser’s injuries kept him from walking unassisted for four to five months. Pippa Hudson interviewed 
Visser on his bravery: here are some excerpts: “It was the first time I ran that route… I saw a girl 
struggling… close to drowning… I decided to jump in; I’m a pretty good swimmer… The water was 
shallow, and it was a high jump… multiple breaks, and ligament tears… Luckily, I could pull her out 
of the water…” “I was tired from my run, 16 kilometers in…  I thought about the man who drowned… 
who jumped in to save someone… It did go through my head… but I assessed I was likely to pull 
her out… It was rougher in the water than I thought…. Quite frightening…” “Once I reached her, she 
started struggling with me… I got her in a headlock… She calmed down… and I got her to shore… 
I’ve never heard from her… It was an attempted suicide…” In the hospital, I could hear her… Brandon 
Visser interviewed in The Telegraph 
 
ELECTRIC VEHICLE EXPERIENCE: 
 

 
 
The all-electric Jaguar I-Pace is a viable car for early adopters in South Africa as, even without a 
home charger, you can still complete your daily chores with plenty of range to spare. This Jaguar is 
the only electric vehicle (EV) I have driven for longer than 30 minutes, and during the first day or 
two, I too had range anxiety creeping up in the back of my mind. As such, from the first charge I kept 
a detailed logbook of how far I drove and how long the charging cycles took, and by the end of the 
review period I was confident enough in Jaguar’s EV that I would even consider it as a replacement 
to my diesel sedan,  - if I had R2,029,800 to spend. Charging challenges: Jaguar dropped off the I-
Pace on a Friday morning with around 90% left on the battery, and I had my fun with it before 
recording any consumption figures as the initial excitement of driving an EV is rather tough on its 
range. On Saturday afternoon after well over 150km covered, it was time to put the first public 
charger to test. Initially, I drove to the nearest Jaguar-Land Rover dealership, which happens to be 
close to the gym, with a plan of letting the EV power up while I do the same. The dealership was 
closed, and I was informed by the security guard that no charging may take place outside of trading 
hours even though we were standing next to a 22kW charger in the outside parking lot that brightly 
displayed “Ready”. GridCars’ charging map came to the rescue and showed that another 22kW plug 
was right across the road in the parking lot of a major shopping mall. I located the unit and a Volvo 
XC90 T8 was already filling up on the one side. The other side was unoccupied but the RFID sensor 
that scans the payment card was smashed, and it was therefore unusable. GridCars then showed 
a Jaguar Powerway charger located in an adjacent shopping centre that I hadn’t tried before. Here, 
I plugged in the I-Pace, the card registered instantly, and the EV was charging. This Jaguar-branded 
plug was the most powerful charger in my area, putting out a healthy 60kW DC current that took the 
I-Pace from 19% to 87% in one hour and 29 minutes, effectively adding 276km of range. But now 
the Jaguar was charging at a location that wasn’t very close to where I first wanted to be, and I had 
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to decide between walking the few kilometers to the gym or going to a restaurant while waiting for 
the car to charge, which wasn’t a tough choice, but not one I wanted to make. 
 
CHEERS FOR TODAY: 
 

A fresh threat of Eskom loadshedding this week as the cold sets in and Duvha burns... The (traffic) 
lights, sadly, may not come on-again all-over SA as chronic chaos and crisis continues… We 
continue working with Fourteen the Wanderers Caterers in order to streamline lunch proceedings, 
and our next lunch will be a Ladies Lunch at the Wanderers on the Terrace (same place as we held 
the Annual Dinner) 12:30 for 13:00 on Friday 1 July 2022. After some negotiation we have set the 
menu for the July lunch as a Butternut Soup starter, Chicken fillet with chips and peas with side 
condiments of Peri-Peri and Lemon Butter on the table, so you can choose if you want it spicey or 
citrusy. We are still working on the dessert but are tending towards Bar-One chocolate cake with ice 
cream. As normal, limited wine will be available on the table. Price remains R250 per head and we 
request that you to pay by EFT to our account - Nedbank - Melrose Arch - Br: 19 66 05 - Account 
19 66 278 063. Please note that we are committed to pay for the number of meals booked. Look 
forward to seeing as many as possible, with your Ladies, on the First Friday in July. And so... as 
Winter cold bites, enjoy the lovely Autumn colours everywhere, keep warm, keep the home fires 
burning and the bright side up... and we trust you enjoyed Youth Day and this edition of Ramblings 
with a couple of extra stories… 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

A young doctor moved out to a small community to replace a doctor who was retiring. The older 
doctor suggested that the young one accompany him on his rounds, so the community could become 
used to a new doctor. At the first house a woman complains, “I’ve been a little sick to my stomach.”  
The older doctor says, “Well, you’ve probably been overdoing the fresh fruit. Cut back on the amount 
you’ve been eating and see if that does the trick?” As they left, the younger man said, “You didn’t 
even examine that woman? How’d you come to the diagnosis so quickly?” “I didn’t have to.  You 
noticed I dropped my stethoscope on the floor in there? When I bent over to pick it up, I noticed a 
half dozen banana peels in the trash.  That was what probably was making her sick.” The younger 
doctor said, “Pretty clever. If you don’t mind, I think I’ll try that at the next house.” Arriving at the next 
house, they spent several minutes talking with a younger woman.  She said that she just didn’t have 
the energy she once did and said, “I’m feeling terribly run down lately.” “You’ve probably been doing 
too much for the church,” the younger doctor told her. “Perhaps you should cut back a bit and see if 
that helps.” As they left, the elder doctor said, “I know that woman well. Your diagnosis is most 
certainly correct, she’s very active in the church, but how did you arrive at it?” “I did what you did at 
the last house. I dropped my stethoscope and, when I bent down to retrieve it, I noticed the priest 
under the bed.” (Sent in by Karl Jensen) 
 
FIRST SOLO RE-ENACTMENT: – story by Karl Jensen 
 

(You saw the pictures in a previous Ramblings – here’s the precis of the book...) 
Jeff Earle, an active member of the SAAF Association, Royal Air Force Officers’ Club and well-
known aviator was able to purchase the SAAF Harvard 7637 when the Harvards were phased out 
of service by the SA Air Force in 1995. Harvards served for 53 years as the SAAF primary training 
aircraft. This Harvard had particular significance for Jeff as it was in this aircraft that he flew his 1st 
solo flight on 22 May 1962. He flew the aircraft 12 times during basic training at Central Flying School 
when it was situated at Dunnottar. In later years, the CFS operations were transferred to AFS 
Langebaanweg on the west coast north of Cape Town in 1991. Jeff approached me to help celebrate 
the 60th Anniversary of his 1st Solo. I had flown my 1st solo as a pupil pilot at CFS on 18 May that 
same year, 2 days before my 19th birthday. Jeff keeps his Harvard in pristine condition in his hangar 
at the Vereeniging (FAVV) airfield. The plan was for me to act as Instructor and Jeff as the Pupil 
Pilot. Of course, this was a great idea in my view. We organised a braai at Jeff’s man cave to follow 
the re-enactment and invited friends to witness the spectacle. Both Jeff and I outfitted ourselves in 
flying overalls, Jeff’s being his overall in which he flew as a Colonel in the SAAF Reserve and mine 
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being my SAA Historic Flight overall that I wore flying the SAA Junkers Ju52. Strangely, my 
overall seemed to have shrunk considerably since it was issued in about 1990. I almost had to use 
a tyre lever to help me don the kit. Jeff still uses parachutes as part of his Harvard’s original 
equipment and not cushions as most civilian operated Harvards are now fitted with. It was a tradition 
on one’s 1st solo flight in the Air Force, to have about a 2m red ‘Solo Sock’ attached to the tail wheel 
to warn the many other aircraft in the circuit that this was indeed a pilot with limited experience flying 
his 1st solo. Gavin Brown, based at Springs was able to lend us an original solo sock for the event. 
We kitted up and climbed into 7637 in lovely weather conditions and I was given a refresher on the 
required procedures of the aircraft. In 1962, the Harvards had 12-volt electrical systems which were 
upgraded to 24 volts prior to Jeff purchasing the aircraft. The modernised Harvard had different 
communication equipment and many electric powered instruments, whereas in 1962 all the gyro 
instruments were air driven. This was no big deal, because I was not actually going to fly the Harvard 
or do any instruction. This was play-acting, although if Jeff had not flown properly, I would not have 
given my tacit permission for the solo. We started up, taxied out and Jeff completed all the pre-take 
off checks and CFS dictated vital actions immaculately. Our guests strolled to the airport apron to 
witness the take-off. A circuit with a missed approach followed and then a silky smooth three-point 
landing. We taxied to the apron where I disembarked with my friends providing the luxury of a step 
ladder – very awkward clambering out of the rear cockpit wearing a shrunken flight suit with a 
parachute strapped on. I attached the ‘Solo Sock’ to the airplane tailwheel and Jeff taxied out to 
perform his ‘1st solo’ almost to the minute of 60 years back. After the successful solo circuit and 
landing, Jeff taxied back to the apron where I removed the ‘Solo Sock.’ He then taxied out and gave 
us a demonstration of basic aerobatics that were required as a training module for qualification as a 
Pilot GD in the SAAF in 1962. On completion, Jeff taxied his Harvard back to his hangar where it 
lives with his immaculate yellow Tiger Moth ZS-BGN and his Piper Super Cub ZS-OXX. Being a 
South African scene, it was inevitable that the event was concluded with a delicious Sunday braai. 
Of the 64 men who qualified as SAAF Pilots GD in 1962, only 4 of us still fly actively. (Those were 
the days, my friend!) 
 
ONLY A MAN WOULD ATTEMPT THIS... 
 

“Pocket Tazer Stun Gun, a great gift for the wife”. A guy who purchased his lovely wife a pocket 
Tazer for their anniversary submitted this: Last weekend I saw something at Larry's Pistol & Pawn 
Shop that sparked my interest. The occasion was our 15th anniversary and I was looking for a little 
something extra for my wife Julie. What I came across was a 100,000-volt, pocket/purse-sized 
Tazer. The effects of the Tazer were supposed to be short lived, with no long-term adverse effect 
on your assailant, allowing her adequate time to retreat to safety...?? 
WAY TOO COOL! Long story short, I bought the device and brought it home... I loaded two AAA 
batteries in the darn thing and pushed the button. Nothing! I was disappointed. I learned, however, 
that if I pushed the button and pressed it against a metal surface at the same time, I'd get the blue 
arc of electricity darting back and forth between the prongs. 
AWESOME!!! Unfortunately, I have yet to explain to Julie what that burn spot is on the face of her 
microwave. Okay, so I was home alone with this new toy, thinking to myself that it couldn't be all that 
bad with only two AAA batteries, right? There I sat in my recliner, my cat Gracie looking on intently 
(trusting little soul) while I was reading the directions and thinking that I really needed to try this thing 
out on a flesh & blood moving target. I must admit I thought about zapping Gracie (for a fraction of 
a second) and then thought better of it. She is such a sweet cat. But, if I was going to give this thing 
to my wife to protect herself against a mugger, I did want some assurance that it would work as 
advertised.  Am I wrong? So, there I sat in a pair of shorts and a tank top with my reading glasses 
perched delicately on the bridge of my nose, directions in one hand, and Tazer in another. 
The directions said that: 
- a one-second burst would shock and disorient your assailant; 
- a two-second burst was supposed to cause muscle spasms and a major loss of bodily control; and 
- a three-second burst would purportedly make your assailant flop on the ground like a fish out of 
water. 
- Any burst longer than three seconds would be wasting the batteries. 
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All the while I'm looking at this little device measuring about 5" long, less than 3/4 inch in 
circumference (loaded with two itsy, bitsy AAA batteries); pretty cute really, and thinking to myself, 
'no possible way!' What happened next is almost beyond description, but I'll do my best. I'm sitting 
there alone, Gracie looking on with her head cocked to one side so as to say, 'Don't do it stupid,' 
reasoning that a one second burst from such a tiny l’il ole thing couldn't hurt all that bad.. I decided 
to give myself a one second burst just for heck of it. I touched the prongs to my naked thigh, pushed 
the button, and... 
HOLY MOTHER OF GOD. WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION. WHAT THE... !!! 
I'm pretty sure Hulk Hogan ran in through the side door, picked me up in the recliner, then body 
slammed us both on the carpet, over and over and over again. I vaguely recall waking up on my side 
in the fetal position, with tears in my eyes, body soaking wet, both nipples on fire, testicles nowhere 
to be found, with my left arm tucked under my body in the oddest position and tingling in my legs! 
The cat was making meowing sounds I had never heard before, clinging to a picture frame hanging 
above the fireplace, obviously in an attempt to avoid getting slammed by my body flopping all over 
the living room. 
Note: 
If you ever feel compelled to 'mug' yourself with a Tazer, one note of caution: 
There is NO such thing as a one second burst when you zap yourself! You will not let go of that thing 
until it is dislodged from your hand by a violent thrashing about on the floor! A three second burst 
would be considered conservative! A minute or so later (I can't be sure, as time was a relative thing 
at that point), I collected my wits (what little I had left), sat up and surveyed the landscape. My bent 
reading glasses were on the mantel of the fireplace. 

· The recliner was upside down and about 8 feet or so from where it originally was. 
· My triceps, right thigh and both nipples were still twitching. 
· My face felt like it had been shot up with Novocain, and my bottom lip weighed 88 lbs. 
· I had no control over the drooling. 
· Apparently, I had crapped in my shorts, but was too numb to know for sure, and my sense of 

smell was gone. 
· I saw a faint smoke cloud above my head, which I believe came from my hair. 

I'm still looking for my testicles and I'm offering a significant reward for their safe return! 
PS: My wife can't stop laughing about my experience, loved the gift and now regularly threatens me 
with it! If you think education is difficult, try being stupid!!!! 
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HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH: 
 

 
 

His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh died on April 9, 2021, at the age of 99. Predeceasing 
Her Majesty, he was sadly not at hand to take part in or witness her record-breaking Platinum Jubilee 
Celebrations, after supporting her loyally for so many years… Here, Country Life takes a look at the 
extraordinary impact of a man who shaped the nation over the course of nine decades. In his 
magisterial 1991 biography of Prince Philip, Tim Heald declared: ‘If there wasn’t a Duke of Edinburgh 
now, we should have to think seriously about inventing one.’ Heald followed the then 70- year-old 
Duke for a few days of engagements and found himself flailing in the indefatigable Prince’s wake 
through a packed diary. The Duke was so long-lived that few of us remember when the handsome 
Prince and his young and beautiful Queen blazed across the world stage, but, in recent years, the 
Netflix series The Crown reminded a global audience of the young couple determined to change the 
world, even if the show’s soap-opera approach was often rather more fiction than fact. Heald was 
allowed unprecedented access for his book and found himself struggling to fit all The Duke’s 
accomplishments and activities into his book’s pages. It was a routine that had barely reduced by 
the time Prince Philip retired from public duties in August 2017. Anyone who still believes that the 
members of the Royal Family live in pampered idleness would do well to study The Duke’s diary and 
the sheer number of events packed into a single day, every day, for decade after decade. They 
should also speak to all the thousands of people His Highness met over those decades, most of 
whom would state their pleasure at meeting the avuncular Duke, as well as the many young people 
who have enjoyed and benefited from the awards scheme he set up. Over his lifetime of service, he 
served as a patron of more than 780 organisations - and, for him, that didn’t mean being a remote 
name on the letterhead. His was a very hands-on, active participation, in many cases lasting for 
more than 50 years. The organisations involved reflect his wide-ranging interests, from conservation 
and engineering to school playing fields. If that wasn’t enough, he was also keen to promote 
discussions between races and faiths, organising conferences to facilitate such dialogues, even if 
the public at large was unaware of them. Ever wary of empty fame, he knew the public could devour 
you as quickly as they could adore you, and in a typically Philippian style said: “In the first years of 
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The Queen’s reign, the level of adulation you wouldn’t believe it… It could have been 
corroding. It would have been very easy to play to the gallery, but I took a conscious decision not to 
do that. Safer not to be too popular. You can’t fall too far.” 
He may not have always been appreciated, but his achievements will speak for him for many years 
to come. 
 

 
The Queen and Duke of Edinburgh pictured in an informal moment in 1972 on the occasion of their silver wedding 

anniversary. Picture: Country Life, 16 November 1972 
 


